


our purpose

As an independent, owner-managed business, 

allmanhall is committed to inspiring improvement 

in catering and foodservice environments. We are 

experts in procurement and provide full management 

of the food and catering-related supply chain.

We work in genuine collaboration, providing expertise 

and support. This delivers innovative, financially 

attractive long-term benefits to our clients 

and their customers. 
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We believe that we are at the forefront of  

catering services, and this is in no small  

part down to the support we receive  

from allmanhall. 

Mark Vernon, General Services Manager  

St Paul’s Girls’ School 

We have worked with allmanhall since 2010 and 

they have been integral in the success of our in-

house catering operation. They are very customer 

centric and provide us with a valuable all round 

support service. I thoroughly recommend them. 

David Eley, Bursar, St Helen and St Katharine 

School



our approach

Experienced procurement professionals, we 

understand the intricate workings of supply chains 

and the factors that influence them. 

Our goals are to create value through cost savings, 

bring administrative efficiencies and to inspire 

improvement for our clients’ procurement processes,  

from beginning to end.

Our team provide detailed insight and analysis. This 

means our clients receive advice and are kept up to 

date in an ever-changing marketplace. 
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• The negotiation skills of our expert buyers, 

coupled with our leveraged purchase 

volumes, deliver cost savings.

• Administrative efficiencies are achieved via 

our industry-leading cost control platform. 

This helps clients track and manage every 

penny of spend.

• Clients receive support from a dedicated 

team, to ensure their unique needs are met 

and supply challenges resolved effectively.

We work closely with our clients, to support  

and consult, to inspire improvement in their 

foodservice and catering operations.
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our support

allmanhall offers unrivalled support with a fully 

engaged mobilisation process and a dedicated client 

support team who manage cases raised to full 

resolution.

Suppliers are managed diligently and we set high 

standards of delivery and service.

Our solution offers administrative efficiencies 

through central billing management of all invoices. 

We provide dietetic and nutritional support to ensure 

your team are able to meet the needs of your 

consumers. 

With highly skilled chefs in our team and a passion 

for food, we are able to interpret and develop 

marketplace trends and food innovation for your 

benefit.
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Your ticket to food insights and up to date information

Our client portal provides:

- Full online support at your fingertips

- Access financial information and supplier details instantly

- Commodity summaries and food innovation reports

- Dedicated client support channels 

- Case history and current activity

- Offers and promotions 

- Shared ideas, trends, news - a community



Find out how we can start  
inspiring improvement for you.

hello@allmanhall.co.uk 
01225 745520

The Old Malthouse | Mill Lane | Box | 
 Wiltshire | SN13 8PN

allmanhall.co.uk

@allmanhall


